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Favorite Haiku has been a lifelong pleasure for me. I’ve been writing
them, when the spirit has moved me, for over a quarter century.
They are essentially personal, but I have met with such a warm and
varied response to them that I am most pleased to have this
opportunity to share them. This is, of course, just one man’s
opinions, but at least I have the excuse of having loved haiku for
a very long time. I wish all our human passions were so long-lived,
and fruitful.

H. F. “Tom” Noyes

Favorite Haiku
Volume 1

This huge ocean—
I could stand here forever
it would still come to me

1

Proxade Davis

T

here are haiku that leave one breathless with admiration for
their quality of alertness or special sensibility. I treasure most the
kind that seep into one’s consciousness deeper and deeper over
the years. This memorable example has a childlike spirit of
wonder, plus what D. H. Lawrence called “a fine carelessness”; yet
it has the tremendous depth to connect with eternity. I would like
to have written it as my death poem. It contains all the calm faith
of Issa’s
Simply trust:
Do not the petals flutter down,
Just like that?

2

A shop window—
rare seashells
without their souls
Virginia Egermeier

O

ccasionally a haiku illustrates a special kind of spontaneous
beauty, of both insight and language, its freshness deriving from
the unconscious as from a wilderness spring. James Joyce, referring to what he termed an epiphany, states that the “soul” of a
thing—its “whatness”—“leaps to us from the vestment of its
appearance.” In Egermeier’s haiku we are attuned to the souls of
seashells, uncannily, by their very absence.

Envelope of seeds:
A flower like the picture
Will bloom, I hope so.

3

Sakuzo Takada

C

hildlike wonder and faith, expressed in the vernacular—how
often the Japanese are supreme in this charming variety of haiku.
One can’t help recalling how much we believed, in the naïveté of
childhood, that our seeds would turn out to be as glorious as the
blossoms pictured on the packet. I cherish the gentle humor.

4

poppy—
both of us
simply alive
Issa

T

his haiku takes place in the garden of what Toni Suraci calls
“this only alive moment of now,” where nothing is “sicklied o’er
with the pale cast of thought” (Shakespeare). Nature has the
power to jolt us out of our ego-selves into the reality of actual being.
As a spectator of life—on the outside looking in—one is capable
of seeing this haiku moment as quite ordinary and obvious. But
when we see it as an expression of Issa’s inmost kindredness with
all of life, it is truly arresting, for it is one of those now moments
that makes everything whole—and that only a few are “simply
alive” enough to create.

coming home

5

flower
by
flower
Jane Reichhold

O

ne of the things a haiku can be said to express is our joy in
reunion with nature. Often it is the blossoming shrub or the fruit
tree—or even just their scent—which after a time away most
makes us feel we’re back home. Or just, as here, each remembered
flower. Nothing in life is sure, but how much in nature is reassuring.

6

The trail overgrown,
I’ll take the way of this creek
now silenced into sand.
J. W. Hackett

T

he strictest of all the guidelines in English-language haiku is no
western poetics. Yet here too exceptions prove the rule—if there is
any such thing as a rule in haiku. Is there not room for a great and
nourishing variety and invention in haiku poetry? Must we sacrifice a phrase of such extraordinary beauty as “silenced into sand”?
I find in this haiku a rare at-oneness with the natural environment,
in addition to its immediacy, its lifeflow, and the presentmindedness of the true Way of Zen.

so many dry twigs
snapping, snapping
thinking nothing now

7
Santôka

T

hinking nothing, we inject into our haiku nothing that is not
really there in our haiku moment. The concept of emptiness is at
the heart of Taoism. Chuang-tzu said, “The Tao (the Way) is
emptiness,” and Lao-tzu, “To be empty is to be full.” The interpenetration we sense in our relation to nature derives from this
emptiness-fullness. Nature provides count-less simple paths to a
clearing of the mind. After an overnight snow, Rebecca Rust
found herself “opening the blinds/to see the emptiness.”

8

practicing Tai-Chi
closer and closer
to the plum blossoms
Suzuki Ryosuke

I

n viewing the vastly improved documentaries on wildlife and
the more primitive ways of living, I often think that no so-called
progress is worth what we lose by separating ourselves from
nature. Tai-Chi is a discipline to be performed in back gardens and
meadows, on hilltops and seacliffs—the movements bringing us in
closer and closer harmony with the natural world.

spring rain

9

if I lie
quite still
Jim Kacian

O

ne of J. W. Hackett’s “suggestions” is: “Remember that
lifefulness . . . is the real quality of haiku.” It isn’t in the nature of this
“lifefulness” often to come to us in the form of perfection—as
indeed it does here—even when our senses and our soul’s antennae
are fully awakened and en-gaged. There is something hesitant
about spring rain; it is “shy” in the sense that spring buds “peep”
before coming out. The poet may be feeling that only utter stillness
can summon forth such a gentle rain, or that any sound or
movement may keep the spring raindrops from falling; or, there
might equally be a passive listening for the rain’s soft patter—by
one in spirit ready and welcoming—just as the wandering monk
Ryôkan “accepts” the falling leaves into his begging bowl.

10

September morning—
Water going through water
As the bucket fills.
Peter Meister

H

aiku should speak to us, at some degree of depth, in the silent
allu-sion of things to greater meanings. We neither know nor wish
to question what wordless truth is expressed in the poet’s moment. It is more than enough that we feel something eternal in the
simple flow of his words. A September morning comes alive in a
fresh and vibrant way. Though like interfuses with like, I still get
a strong sense of Bashô’s truth that interpenetration has the
attribute of spiritual depth.

warm rain before dawn;
my milk flows into her
unseen

11

Ruth Yarrow

T

his lovely haiku in imbued with yugen mystery. The juxtaposition of the fall of the gentle night rains with the warm milk flow
in the darkness serves to form a fusion with the eternal flow of
spirit and the life force.

12

From some green spring
out over the rocks it spills—
the Christmas fern
Emily G. Maxwell

W

hether or not a haiku is genuine depends upon whether the
poet has become immersed in the haiku moment and has been true
to an actual experience. Here the poet sees rank vegetation
overflowing the rocks. If she had written, “as if from some green
spring,” it would not be haiku. But because she saw the fern
“spilling over,” to conceive of “some green spring” was quite
natural. Do we ask whether Bashô actually saw those cicada voices
sink into the rocks?

almost slipping
out of view
the river bends back

13
Roger Ishii

C

arol Wainwright writes: “…the haiku reveal[s] itself as a poetry
more concerned with the reader than with its own literary accomplish-ment.” No kudos for Roger’s literary prowess here, but what
a genuine sharing with his readers—probably every one of whom
has experienced a similar moment of wonder, of unexpected
restoration.

14

Dusk over the lake;
a turtle’s head emerges
then silently sinks
Virgil Hutton

H

ow well this haiku illustrates William Higginson’s description
of sabias “beauty with a sense of loneliness in time.” An extraordinary sense of stillness is achieved in this eternal moment.

sun behind the hills
the fisherman ships his oars
and drifts into shore

15

nick avis

“H

aiku,” wrote Lorraine Ellis Harr, “is like an iceberg.…It is
the unseen part that is important.…What floats within the depths
is the universal oneness of the experience.” When the sun goes
behind the hills, it’s the signal all over the world for working people
to let down, to call it a day—for fishermen to rest the oars, to drift
in peace. It’s a hallowed hour, a time of special blessing, of rest well
earned. A time for the mind too to drift—to the haven of that
emptiness-fullness which revives our hopes and dreams.

16

dusk—
fog fills a valley
filled with snow
Jeff Witkin

A

haiku of Taoist emptiness, yet note that Witkin uses the verb
“to fill” twice, achieving the emptiness-fullness that is the true
state of purga-tion. It’s described as follows by Wallace Stevens in
“The Snow Man:”
“…the listener, who listens in the snow,
And, nothing himself, beholds
Nothing that is not there and the nothing that is.”

on a quiet night
the violin
makes the snow fall

17

Suzuki Murio

E

very poet longs, as Flaubert wrote, “to make music that will
melt the stars.” Surely to start the snowflakes falling is magical
empowerment enough. Though it verges on surrealism, I find this
poem, in its vision of cosmic interplay, quite within the bounds of
the haiku spirit. It accords with the Buddhist teaching of “dependent co-arising” of all life, and with the I-Ching principle of the
interworking relation of all that happens in the moment.

18
T

walking the snow
crust
not sinking
sinking

Anita Virgil

hough I haven’t trudged in the deep snow all that often, I feel
that the poet has here expressed one of my most recurrent
experiences. It must be just that I’m a natural optimist and don’t
properly
test
ahead
how
the going is. Seeing for me is not always believing, but sinking is.
As to that snow crust: why does it seem to be always just one leg
that sinks—and all the way?

A wooden footbridge
helping leaves across
the icy stream

19

Donald McLeod

O

ur best haiku are often the children of our compassion. I see no
personification here; McLeod is—in the true haiku tradition—
giving voice to the leaves, out of a deep sense of oneness. The
artlessness is most admirable.

20

In the bathtub
hearing a sleeting sound
through the window
Harumi Moritake

T

his haiku recalls the sabi loneliness of winter travel, of staying
in some run-down backstreet roominghouse with no proper heating. You feel your shivery nakedness so intensely getting into the
tub, but then the sound of sleet on the windowpane makes you feel
at last some sense of snug asylum, just being inside on a night like
this. And the lukewarm water seems positively luxurious.

old slippers
the comfort
coming apart

21
John Stevenson

W

hen I was living in New York, before moving to Greece, I
remember tossing the coins with friends to get my I-Ching
reading. I got “Splitting Apart”: “When misfortune reaches its
peak, not only the resting place is affected, but also the occupant.”
So it is when old slippers begin to fray—even the occupant is
affected. I’m reminded of Chögyam Trungpa’s saying that like
shoe leather, with strenuous use the ego in time wears out. Of all
the senryu I know, this is my first choice for its wry and gentle
humor.

22

Resting…
the sagging fence
goes on up the hill
Foster Jewell

J

ewell was 88 years old when he wrote this haiku, and it’s among
the very few things that can make me want to live to such a ripe old
age. Just the thought that, “tuckered out” from a formidable climb,
one could have the reserve humanity to see that even a sagging
fence can leave an old man behind—and the reserve humor, which
is at the core of even this great example of sabi. A humble and
humbling haiku.

a crow
takes off; the barn
looks a little older

23
George Ralph

O

n the farm our fatigue can be relieved by the birds’ calls, spring’s
sprouting, the harvest reaping, the birth of baby animals. But it can
be a weary, lonely life. We become ever more dependent upon
nature to renew us, and even the flying off of the crow leaves us
feeling our age. The barn here may well be a surrogate for the poet
in his own sense of aging a little with each new loss in his natural
surroundings.

24

The old rooster crows . . .
Out of the mist come the rocks
and the twisted pine
O. Mabson Southard

T

his haiku rivals the best of the old masters and is the finest
example of a haiku of interpenetration with sabi and wabi “suchness”
combined. Bashô (and Blyth) considered interpenetration to be
the “religious” ele-ment in haiku—the element of wholeness,
rather than “holiness.” This haiku calls forth the spirit of the
universe. All of life at all times, if we could but see it, is interdependently arising, ever in flux and always meriting our attention.

dewdrop
hanging from a leaf
she forgives him everything

25

Elizabeth Fisser

B

ecause of the Zen immediacy in this haiku, I don’t doubt that
the haiku moment “happened” quite spontaneously, much in the
way con-veyed. This fact does not detract from its intuitive aspect,
in the intense conjunction of personal feeling with a simultaneous
glimpse of nature. What is more naturally associated with freshness than a dewdrop? And don’t we experience an emotional
“letting-go” and a fresh start as the dew is shed, like a tear with a
change of heart?

26

before love
she turns off the teakettle
about to whistle
Phyllis Walsh

A

highly original senryu. Its expression is jaunty, but it’s easy
enough to imagine a woman who might like to “let go,” but feels
constrained by a sense of dignity, or perhaps something more. It
brings to mind a little poem of my own: “Remembering/in the nick
of time/to restrain my joy.”

your legs rub mine
under the covers…
autumn crickets

27

Jennifer Brutschy

I

t’s rare to come across a sensual haiku with a delightful touch of
humor. Imagination can carry the inner comparison further, with
those stridulating sounds we humans can come up with during
lovemaking.

28

her eyes still closed
white curtains
in morning sun
Hal Roth

M

orning’s tender light wells forth out of night’s darkness as the
day’s foremost hallowing. We feel this the more keenly when it
enters a loved one’s bedroom. The white curtains may reflect a
childlike innocence and the unadorned beauty of her sleeping
form.

After it flew
feeling the butterfly
still on my finger

29
Nelle Fertig

T

he use of touch and sensation in haiku which speak of our
intertie with nature are far rarer than those relying upon sight and
hearing. The series of soft f-sounds contribute to the delicacy of
this sensitive haiku.

30

summer solstice
the trapeze artist
between two swings
Sylvia Forges-Ryan

S

ince the solstice is but a brief interim and is related to the
celestial equator, I find this a fine example of intuitive internal
comparison. We don’t get much closer to the celestial, in a literal
sense, than “the man on the flying trapeze.”

small-town park:
he adjusts his spine
to the slatted bench

31
Dee Evetts

A

kind word or a comfortable bench can bring moments of
gratifying relief in lives of misery. Mysteriously, the remembrance
of this wriggling adjustment reconciles us to life as it is. Grateful
acceptance is a strong component in Zen philosophy—not a moral
principle, but a learning from life, that the precious sense of feeling
at home in the world is derived from ordinary, humble experience.
Acceptance of our human condition releases humor and joy.

32

stationary bus—
talking we visit places
within each other
Janice M. Bostok

E

mpathy has an honored place in haiku, right alongside silence.
The empathy expressed here is warm and delightful. Blyth includes “Human Affairs” as a haiku category—where we’re not
exposing mankind’s foibles. Note the perfection of the poet’s
phrasing.

a blind boy
& a deaf boy
at the fireworks

33

vincent tripi

H

ave we ever seen and heard the fireworks in so compelling and
zestful a way, as in this haiku in which we are prompted to see all
that the blind boy misses, hear all that the deaf boy misses? It
makes us intensely aware of how much, having all our faculties, we
miss in each moment—and of how much we rely on others to make
up for our lapses in attention.

34

Drawn into their light
as though the sun lived only
in the daffodils
Ann Atwood

T

he poet, also a California photographer whose home overlooked the Pacific, had a special feeling for light. The sun lived in
her photographs, as it seems to live in the daffodils in her haiku.
In my favorites lines expressing the distinctive light and warmth
of the harvest sun, this same poet wrote elsewhere “the pumpkins
ripe enough now/to turn a sunflower’s head.”

A hot summer wind—
shadows of the windmill blades
flow over the grass

35

Tombô

T

o Alan Watts, sabi isa detached way of seeing things “happening by themselves.” It’s a state of acceptance and non-interference, in which aloneness evolves into a sense of all-oneness. Our
wholeness is restored when we “let go” and, as Chuang-tzu said,
“let everything do as it natur-ally does.” Zen teaches, “Do not on
any account interfere with the natural course of life.” When her
son died, the poet found something reassuring and even in a
measure healing in the sheer fact that the world went right on
turning.

36

The skylark:
Its voice alone fell,
Leaving nothing behind.
Ampû

A

lan Watts cites this haiku as an example of yugen mystery. It
may be said to arise where thought, image and feeling impression
interweave. Zen would call it a primary experience of direct
knowing that overrides the assumptions of the rational mind. A
haiku of such transcendent beauty would not be so rare were we
not persuaded to hold back in our creative impulses on the
erroneous assumption that poetic imagination is taboo in haiku.

in the autumn dusk
the parrot repeats the name
of the dead master

37

Kohjin Sakamoto

A

classic autumn haiku comparable in its power of evocation to
Bashô’s famous crow-on-a-bare-branch. It is rare that such a
s
t
r
o
n
g
sense of sabi loneliness is created without a human presence, stated
or implied. I get an impression of a village poet’s passing, with only
the hollow sound of the parrot’s mindless mimicry to commemorate his name.

38

Screaks of hawks
courting over the meadow—
my celibate life
Daniel Mills

T

his haiku represents intuitive internal comparison at its most
power-ful and convincing. There will be almost as many interpretations as there are readers. My own is not that the “screaks of
hawks” remind Mills of silent inward screams of protest, but simply
that his celibate life allows him to feel at one with these birds of
prey—otherwise quite possibly beyond his sympathies. His deprivation makes him intensely aware of the courting rites. He is not,
I think, voicing a complaint, but rather express-ing wonder at a
moment of at-onement. He knows that peace of heart is a natural
concomitant of a genuine relational experience.

in the silent movie
a bird I think extinct
is singing

39

LeRoy Gorman

I

never imagined that any haiku could succeed in blocking one off
from all sense of intercommunion with nature. This one does, and
like a koan it acts as a silent firecracker going off in the mind. The
poet deserves credit for a unique way of achieving, and doubly
reinforcing, the silence vital to haiku. Last but not least, he’s
masterfully clever and entertaining, as those silent films so seldom
succeeded in being.

40

between church bells
the gentle ringing
of rain
Adele Kenny

T

his haiku is one to listen to…from near and far, from above and
below. I find I associate it with a Chopin prelude, a Mozart adagio,
and a César Franck recitative fantasia—all for me expressing the
ring of rain-drops, crystal clear. The poet’s word “gentle” gives a
rare living imme-diacy, bringing to me a deep relaxation and a
peace peculiar to the experience of a light rain in an hour of calm
at a quiet season. The church bells awaken the inner ear to hear the
soft rain more clearly and more musically, as does the choice of the
word “ringing” to describe the rain.

November wind—
the sound of one shutter
clapping

41

Paul O. Williams

A

hilarious take-off on the koan, “the sound of one hand
clapping.” Aside from the humorous analogy, a banging shutter in
the late autumn wind is one of the most gloomy and wearisome of
sounds and provides an apt seasonal clue for winter’s coming on.
It serves as an example that a haiku should never merely describe,
but is expected to create an atmosphere that quickens the imagination.

42

cutting posts—
the sizzle of sleet
on the chainsaw housing
Lee Gurgaa

A

n outstanding seasonal haiku that presents a live atmosphere.
But its foremost appeal lies in its alliteration—in the sheer pleasure of its exhilarating euphony.

raining…
can of paint
holds open the door

43

Michael Kettner

A

fine example of how sometimes man’s artifacts can have in a
haiku an empowerment equal to that of aspects of nature. Especially so when they open us to that inner-outer awareness of a
complete haiku moment. This haiku does so as simply and beautifully as any I know. The sound and freshness of light rain
permeates our consciousness, and the door opens to cosmos and
eternity. The can of paint adds a touch of genius, keeping the haiku
on the level of the poetically “insignificant”— the level of the
“ordinary mind” of Zen.

44

shrouded meadow
spots of an appaloosa
adrift in the fog
Ebba Story

T

he original configuration of the poet’s lines highlights the
appa-loosa’s spots. Extraordinary the perception to which the
outer and inner eye can attain when they work together. This
haiku abounds in yugen mystery, enhanced by the words “shrouded”
and “adrift.” That the spots alone are visible lends a most uncanny,
almost surrealist impression.

a chrysanthemum lights
the darkened garden
all alone

45

Ion Codrescu

A

haiku remarkable both for its lonely sabi mood and for its
mysterious intermingling of yugen. “All alone” clearly has a double
meaning. Reader attention flows between three treasured elements: the petals I see as of a glowing antique gold; that special
dark-night silence of the garden; and that sense of aloneness which
becomes, in the best of our haiku moments, an “all-oneness.”

46

daybreak
from the breadtruck’s
roof
frost swirls

Tom Clausen

T

his haiku has haunted me because I can’t quite grasp its appeal.
I’m attracted to its wabi suchness, its karumi lightness, the lively
natural flow of it, and its aura of wu-wei: “nothing special.” I love
that “fresh-start” feeling of early morning air, as winter comes on.
In the back-ground, do I hear, “Give us this day our daily bread?”

after the rain
the sky is the first
to dry

47
James O’Neil

H

aiku must retain a very free form or we will miss out on those
pure inspirations of the moment that Homer called “flashing
thoughts.” Sense observation is generally essential to haiku; but it
is intuition—eye,ear and heart—that give us as readers our most
rewarding delights. This haiku is like a koan in that it stymies the
rational mind and corners our logic. With haiku having its roots at
least partially in Zen, the koan-like shock to our reason ought to
be as valid an aspect of haiku as the more respected “internal
comparison.” Can the reader fail here to experience an “aha!”
response, to chuckle at the thought of the drying sky, and to feel
a warming oneness with nature? And I always find this kind of
freshness of insight to be healing to the spirit.

48

in the small gap
between quivering nettles…
a rabbit’s still eye
Caroline Gourley

A

visual haiku that imparts most unusual sensations in the
contrast between the quivering nettles and the rabbit’s unmoving
eye. The obser-vations in miniature of the small gap and the
rabbit’s eye are ideally suited to haiku.

Country road—
the flower in the mudhole
becomes butterflies

49

Kenneth C. Leibman

A

n especially lovely haiku in its surprise transformation, which
I find liberating. What a great art just to look with the expectation
of a child! How many of the miracles of nature we miss altogether,
due to ego-centered preoccupations or fixed emotive states that
cocoon us off from the living moment. As adults we somehow
become primed to expect a dullness in the everyday. We must
learn that the eyes are meant for seeing, because the process
involves our lazy, inattentive minds.

50

Don’t hurry past,
the moonlight has just settled
on a valley toad.
Tôshi Akao

I

can hear Master Bashô saying, “Don’t hurry past,” having
caught sight of a colorful warty toad in the moonlight. Note how
this haiku carries the reader along irresistibly in the haiku experience.

when I have sat long enough
the red dragonfly
comes to the wheatgrass

51

Laurie Stoelting

B

ashô taught that we need to leave ample time for the subjectobject dichotomy to heal before we’re open to the haiku experience. This readiness is often signaled by a kind of glimmer or
shimmering, showing that the peripheral mind is in play, the
rational mind in suspension. In the instance of this poet’s observations, the rational mind would never have singled out such an
“insignificant” happening. but to the non-discriminating mind the
red dragonfly’s visit has become unified with her contemplative
sitting. The dragonfly comes to visit her own spirit in that wheatgrass. And that is noteworthy.
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